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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The Smith House is a one-story house built with quarry-faced limestone laid 
in a random pattern, plaster, cypress, and cedar shingles. Of a roughly diamond- 
shaped plan, the house has a broad angle gable roof with wide eaves covering and 
connecting two long wings and the patio area they determine to the south. The 
north side of the house, facing the road, is completely of limestone, with one 
row of small clearstory windows placed just below the eaves. A single pier 
divides the roof of the car port into equal halves. A long, low limestone mass 
on the roof contains vents which face south and serve the kitchen area. The 
south side of the house, facing a golf course, is almost totally fenestrated to 
take best advantage of solar light and heat.

The interior consists of two wings joined by an entrance foyer. To the left of 
the entrance is the kitchen module and beyond this the general living area. To 
the right of the entry is the bedroom wing, which terminates in a car port at the 
end near the street.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Richard C. Smith House is an example of the work of an internationally 
significant master, Frank Lloyd Wright, late in his career. It is of exceptional 
importance locally, in that it is the only Wright-designed building in Jefferson 
County, and exemplifies Wright ! s use of the diamond module in design. These 
factors combine to warrant its listing on the National Register of Historic 
Places even though it was built in 1951.

The Smith House demonstrates Wright's concern with the small house, first seen 
in his famous Usonian houses of the late 1930's. In spite of its modest scale, 
the Smith House incorporates many of the architectural concepts associated with 
Wright that served to revolutionize American residential design. These include 
the emphasis on long, horizontal planes parallel to the ground; completely open 
planning; broad roof eaves which give a sense of shelter and help integrate 
interior with exterior spaces; the use of wood, quarry stone, and other natural 
materials treated to emphasize their natural qualities; and the zoning of a lot 
into private and public spaces.

The diamond module used in the plan of this house was discussed by Bernard Pyron 
in "Wright f s Diamond Module Houses," an article in Art Journal. Pyron states:

The diamond module houses of the late forties and early fifties are 
not great pioneering experimental designs like the oblique angle 
projects of the later twenties and the Hanna house. They are all 
of the same species, yet each is a slightly new variation of the 
diamond module idea. All except two or three are small, compact and 
modest. They seem almost conventional, and in terms of size, cost, 
materials, number of windows and even in the use of the open plan 
are not radically different from houses designed by some of the 
younger architects for middle class families.

But in the richness of their interior spaces, these diamond module 
houses are superior to houses designed by most other architects. 
Most architects still focus upon the walls and ceiling of a house 
rather than upon the interior space that is created by these 
vertical and horizontal places. Wright focused upon the problem 
of creating interesting spaces and made the interior spaces of his 
domestic structures really live.
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION

Bounded on the north by Linden Street, on the south by a municipal park and golf 
course, and on the east and west by private property lines of adjacent parcels.
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SIGNIFICANCE — Item 8, continued.

Not all of the diamond module houses of the early fifties were 
triangles or hexagons with tails on them like those discussed so 
far. The Richard Smith house of Jefferson, Wisconsin (1951), is 
wrapped around a huge oak tree which in combination with the need 
for privacy on a small city lot, determined the plan of this house. 
It consists of three wings, a living room wing parallel to and 
shifted back from the bedroom wing and a third short wing connecting 
the two parallel wings. In this house the arrangement of the in 
terior space was influenced by Wright f s solution to the privacy 
problem of a small city lot.

The Smith House provides testimony that Wright was still a vigorous designer at 
this stage of his career: he was 83 years old when the house was built. He was 
still integrating spatial concepts developed and elaborated much earlier in his 
life with contemporary needs. The Smith House is no pale imitation of earlier 
Usonian or Prairie School houses. It is the result of a natural and vital design 
evolution still underway in the mind of one of the world's greatest architects.
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